
Developer Platform

Clinical-first, core EHR functionality
Elation’s CEHRT platform delivers a modern, easy-to-use, and comprehensive 
EHR solution. Purpose-built to support the physician workflow with seamless 
interoperability, ordering, e-prescribing, clinical documentation tools, and more. 

Unleash your innovation

Achieve your vision by leveraging all of your data - from Elation and other sources 
- to build a more comprehensive view of your patient’s health. OAuth-based, 
RESTful APIs and data streams give you read-write access to your data.

Build + scale with speed
Accelerate your time-to-market with Elation’s open, cloud-native platform. 
Easily integrate with third party or proprietary apps to quickly build 
innovative provider and patient experiences, or “headless” EHR workflows 
and solutions.

Drive population health outcomes
The Elation platform integrates with your data warehouse and analytics 
package, giving you the power to create clinical and financial dashboards to 
help drive your value-based care outcomes.

Flexible pricing models
Pricing and tiered service offerings tailored to fit your budget and your business 
model. Partner with Elation’s healthcare tech experts to get the most value out 
of the Elation platform, and innovate faster.
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Your single software platform for delivering high-value care at any scale

Elation is leading a new era of primary care EHR innovation by empowering digital health visionaries 
and risk-bearing groups with a flexible platform to build and scale alternative care delivery models.

>1M API calls every day 3.2M  value-based lives 525  innovative clinics

Powerful innovation model that works at any scale

Elation is uniquely positioned to partner with care delivery innovators

Add to our data model, 
and store typed data in 
our secure back-end

Elation’s plug-and-play 
virtual care package, 
powered by Zoom

Modern architecture - multi-tenant 
framework with hosted database 
using leading edge technologies

API-first new development 
with webhooks provide CRUDS 
access to all EHR data

Flexible pricing aligned 
to your business model



HIE capabilities 
including Carequality 
and Direct messaging


Tiered implementation and 
training packages, standard project 
plans, roadmap insight, and more

24/7 x 365 support - 
100% U.S. based

Seamless clinical integrations 
including e-prescribing, EPCS, 
PMP, and immunization registry

Elation OS

Analytics

Billing

Clinical-first EHR

Patient 
portal

Data 
warehouse

*Seamless connectivity*APIs and data streams

Care plan

CRM

Core clinical integrations

 eRx

 HIE

 eFax

 Lab orders + results

 Direct messaging

 Provider messaging + referrals

Before the visit

Between visits

Secure 
messaging

Population 
health

Provider 
collaboration

Track 
care

Scheduling Intake PaymentsReminders

During the visit

Automated 
documentation

Clinical 
thinking

Send 
orders

Virtual 
visits
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Developer Platform

Full-stack 
platform

Shorten

time-to-value

Less than 2 days to get your credentials 
and start building

Innovate for 
your business

A platform that gives you the 
flexibility to build out your tech stack 

as much, or as little, as you want 

SaaS-based, multi-tenant framework 
with optional DBaaS that only includes 

your data

Documentation and developer sandbox 
environment for your POCs

Aggregate your EHR and claims data 
to drive clinical context back to the 

point-of-care

Robust API + webhook catalog - 
open and easy-to-use

Integrations built in days, 
not weeks or months

Empower physicians with actionable 
data seamlessly woven into the 

workflow

Plug right into our ecosystem of 300+ 
integrators and strategic partners

Health tech expertise to support 
you every step of the way

Build your own “headless” EHR 
workflows and solutions with 

Elation as the clinical cornerstone

Discover possible outcomes for your patients or members

Reduction of referrals 
to high-cost specialists 

2-4x

Increase in yearly 
reassessments for chronic 

conditions

60%

Reduction of inpatient 
hospital stays

20%

Discover possible outcomes for your physicians

Less than 2 weeks for 
physicians to go live

< wks2

Training needed 
per provider

1hr

Reduction in patient 
load at transition

0%
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ONC-certified EHR technology 
(CEHRT) that offers a clinical-first, 

intuitive experience
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